THE WEB'S HIGHEST-RATED NPTE
RESOURCE
Mission: To be the most awesome NPTE preparation resource available
Resources: Combining the power of online resources with written
content, our preparation is fun, engaging, and intuitive.
FAQ
What sets PT Final Exam apart from other prep providers?
PT Final Exam is a grassroots company that employs only licensed PT instructors with the heart of a teacher.
PT Final Exam is also the only company to allow customers to post real user reviews (rather than just a few
hand-picked testimonials).
What are your pass rates?
We have some of the best pass rates in the industry (> 90% for full participants). This is an especially strong
number when considering that we have a multitude of higher-risk students who use PT Final Exam as a
remediation course.
Who are your instructors?
Each instructor is a board-certified physical therapist with extensive knowledge of the NPTE and review
strategies. Questions are written to mimic the scope and content of the NPTE by FSBPT-trained PT itemwriters.
How much does it cost?
With group plans as low as $100/student, we have a variety of options to fit your needs.
Can your class be incorporated into our curriculum?
Yes! We can run our classes at any time, making it extremely convenient to the students during their final
few months of school, especially if they are out on clinicals.

Pricing
Basic
The Basic Plan includes all pre-recorded material and downloadable written material.
Pricing is $100/student with a $2000 minimum. Students have unlimited, lifetime access
to the content.
Premium
The Premium plan includes all of the material of the Basic plan plus 5 Live-stream
webinars addressing key topics and practice questions. Students can feel more
engaged and get questions answered in real-time.
Pricing is $200/student with a $4000 minimum. Students will have unlimited access to
the recordings of the webinars and all other material.
Platinum
The Platinum plan includes all material of the Basic and Premium plans plus a 1-day oncampus onboarding session. This onboarding session will include key material for test
day and a personalized orientation to the material on the NPTE. This plan also
includes a printed copy of the popular PT Final Exam workbook and workbook key for
students to actively engage with the content.
Pricing is $300/student with a $7000 minimum. Students will have unlimited access to
the recordings, webinars, and all other material as well as concierge access to licensed
PT instructors to address questions and concerns.

Questions? Need a custom plan?
Contact:
Will Crane PT, DPT
(208) 557-8626
admin@ptfinalexam.com

